Carrara Car Mart - The First Choice Place for Cheap Cars Gold Coast
Carrara Car Mart is among the most reputed used car dealers in the whole of Gold Coast, Queensland. The company is family owned and operated
car dealership on the Gold Coast.

Carrara Car Mart is the first choice car dealership for used cars and cars for sale Queensland. The company is owned and operated by James Phelan
and his family. The family has a earned a reputation for selling high standard quality used cars from all brands available in Australia.

Carrara Car Mart is a car yards Gold Coast company that provides people looking to buy used cars with a huge variety of cars for sale which include
top brands cars such as Volkswagen, Holden , Ford, Hyundai, Nissan, Toyota, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Honda, Isuzu. Whether looking for a Family Sedan
or Wagon, 7 and 8 seaters, people movers, 4WD's, SUV's, hatchbacks, coupe's or convertibles or any other big vehicle the company is the one stop
car shop for all car brands and types.

James and the team of expert car salesmen have worked hard to get to this position. Every car that is marked as car sales QLD goes through a
rigorous process of checks. Cars are checked on every point to ensure that when a customer comes to buy a car they find the car to be flawless and
available at a price point that no other car dealer offers.

Speaking to the media, James Phelan said, "We are happy to be recognized as the first choice for car sales QLD, all the cars available at our car yard
are the best customers would find anywhere. We are so confident of the cars we offer that we offer one to five years warranty on all our vehicles." He
further added, "5 year warranty is something that car dealers offer on new vehicles while we offer the same on used cars."

Cars offered by Carrara Car Mart are roadworthy certified, once a customer purchases a car from the company the customer would not have to worry
about any extra expenses on part replacement, maintenance etc in the immediate future.

About Carrara Car Mart

Carrara Car Mart on the Gold Coast provide customers looking for cars for sale Queensland or cheap cars Gold Coast at the best prices. The
company has been in the business of selling used cars for over a decade and has earned the trust of hundreds of satisfied customers over the years.
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